
Another World Real

A Manchester Social Forum for Change and Resistance 

Introduction

Another World Real is a project launched at the Manchester Latin America 
day school in January 2013 which brought together various solidarity groups 
in  the  area.  It  was  organized  principally  by  the  Manchester  Zapatista 
Network and the Manchester Cuba Solidarity Campaign.

We believe that the changes happening now in Latin America show us a 
world  being  created  which  is  a  concrete  alternative  to  the  tragedy  of 
unbridled free market capitalism – a world where health and education are 
fundamental  human  rights,  where  people  participate  fully  in  shaping  an 
equal society and where the ecological basis for human life is respected and 
protected. In short a world where meaningful and dignified human life can 
flourish.

Solidarity towards another World Real

An alternative is possible only when we work together, globally, and in 
equality. It is possible only when we are in constant communication with our 
sisters and brothers both here and globally, and when we work in a shared 
spirit and with respect for our different ways. Solidarity for us does not mean 
practising charity; it means practicing equality and justice. Solidarity means 
for us that we will defend and expand rights for all but we will not defend 
privileges for a few. Solidarity means for us that we resist a system that 
turns our rights into our privileges. Solidarity is the commitment to building 
an alternative, a world of many worlds where people live and work with 
peace and dignity. The dignity we want is real only when it is for everyone. 
An alternative without solidarity is nothing but a different version of what 
we've got.

For more in-depth vision see: "Re-framing the mess we're in:  
ideology-action-structures and coloniality".



Initial aims

Our initial aim is to bring together groups and individuals in the Manchester 
area, from solidarity movements and beyond, who are interested in these 
developments so we can share information, broaden interest, and study 
current practices and debates in depth and take action to make another 
world real.

More broadly we hope that this will lead to the enriching of our own radical 
movement here in Manchester.

We come from diverse backgrounds and take in a broad range of interests. 
We want Another World Real to reflect this, to be a forum that naturally 
embraces the diversity of progressive views and to be a forum where 
everyone can participate fully.

Our Statements

In our practical activities we aim to be guided by the following principles, 
individually and collectively.

- We are anticapitalist, socialist and egalitarian.

- We have one planet perspective, ecological and green.

- We share a one world perspective, in solidarity and learning from the majority 
world. Opposing imperialism, for global justice and aware of the imperialist 
and colonial past and present.

- We take a local perspective, helping Manchester become a better place to 
live: a Manchester where people can thrive without exploiting others or 
harming the planet.

- We are democratic, promoting economic, social and political democracy, 
participative and representative; works democratically. We will choose the 
apprpriate democratic form forthe circumstances, through a democratic 
process. We recognise the ubiquity of hierarchy and indeed the need for it at 
times, but will always question it critically.

- We aspire to be intelligent, promoting serious and innovative analysis, always 
grounded in reality.

- We will be communicative, speaking to people in language they understand, 
without patronising them, and about real concerns.



- We listen and do not impose a view of reality but work with people to develop 
our shared understanding and analysis.

- We are angry, speaking our outrage without fudging issues.

- We aim to be caring, with practices that demonstrate the values and ethics of 
a just and ecologically safe society.  

- We are responsible: we will not waste people's time and energy.  We check 
facts before launching into action.

- We are strategic, working on the big issues, considering how to get maximum 
impact from small resources and numbers ('leverage').

- We seek to be innovative, using and inventing new ways to explore, decide, 
plan, protest, communicate.  We avoid repetitive, ritualistic practices

- We will be careful, understanding the power and nastiness of the system and 
act accordingly, respecting activists' privacy and security.

- We'll stay mindful, trying to be constantly and critically self aware, and aware 
of others.

Our Ground rules

 Respect each other and each other’s viewpoints
 Try to express agreement in a way that leaves room for disagreement, 

and express disagreement so that you leave room for agreement
 No racist, sexist, ableist or personally offensive statements or 

treatment
 If a session isn’t working for you, it is fine for you to leave quietly and 

join a different session
 If you join a session that has already started, please do not disrupt it
 Respect the moderator of the session and the plenary, even and 

especially when they tell you to limit your talk time
 Use your speaking time responsibly: make sure that turns are taken 

and that everyone gets to speak – no ‘grandstanding’ please
 Practice active listening when others speak by showing interest
 When you speak, do so in a way that facilitates active listening for 

others
 Please turn your phones off or put on silent



We want to build local organization by

 Promoting inclusiveness and promoting environmental awareness, with 
a sense of community so it is as relevant to Moston and Gorton as to 
Hulme and Chorlton. 

 With participation in community issues in the most direct way possible. 

 Promoting self and collective education and using resources that 
already exist / work with energy that is there (rather than tired 
ritualistic, traditional groups) / work with emerging and innovative 
currents.

To establish this forum, our first steps over this year (2013) we will:

Take the time to create a network with as many organizations and people 
that may be willing to join a common platform to work together to make 
another world real from Manchester.  It will allow people to share 
experiences and perspectives, to solve problems and work together on 
campaigns, initiatives and struggles locally.  It will be a space for meeting, a 
network for communicating and ..... maybe way of weaving a new social 
fabric.

This will involve:

A space to meet.

Time to talk.

A basic platform with as many organisations as we can.

Events to make another world real

Meeting with other organizations to share the platform and build alliances 

Training sessions 

Initiatives to exercise the network

Create a Social Centre for the Forum


